
 

Royle's Fourteenth Step To Mentalism & Mind Miracles by
Jonathan Royle - video DOWNLOAD

If your new to Mentalism and Mind Magic then at only $77 this comprehensive
video training package is well worth your serious consideration as the contents
can help even the complete Novice to add a whole range of Miracles, Skills,
Strategies and techniques to their Mentalism and Mind Magic Arsenal, whilst also
teaching established Professionals a trick or two along the way!

During the weekend of 4th & 5th April 2009 History was made in Manchester
(England) as Dr. Jonathan Royle presented his "Mind Miracle's" training seminar
for delegates who had travelled from all over the world including Norway,
Denmark, Belgium, U.S.A, Ireland, Wales, Scotland and numerous other
locations.

Much to their amazement he EXPOSED all of the most jealously guarded secrets
of Psychic Miracle Workers like Uri Geller and Television Mind Control Experts
such as Derren Brown amongst many others.

He demonstrated and revealed countless techniques revealing exactly how to
apparently read peoples minds and predict the future anytime, anyplace and
anywhere...

Along the way he even taught numerous reputation making miracle magical
effects & tricks the likes of which are used by people such as David Blaine & Cris
Angel.

Then to blow everyone's mind he taught in a simple step by step manner the
most effective and powerful shortcut success secrets of Stage, Street and even
Clinical Hypnosis during this unique two day intensive training event.

Every single Secret, Method, Ploy, Technique & Psychological Insight was
caught in this unrivalled video training package.

The Package contains Ten Video Files to view online which have between them
Over 10 & 1/2 Hrs+ of truly eye opening, mind blowing and educational footage
that any student of Stage/Street Hypnosis, Hypnotherapy, Mentalism or even
Mind Magic would be well advised to study closely.
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The use of Thumb Writers, Pocket Writing, Billet Switches, Centre Tears, Metal
Bending of Keys, Spoons and Forks, and numerous gimmicks, strategies and
techniques that can be used to present apparent Mentalism Miracles are
discussed, demonstrated, taught and explained, sometimes along with full
demonstrations and routines.

But be aware this is a Live Seminar "Fly on The Wall" Recording, it is not some
fancy studio production, but the contents and the methods you will learn are
worth their weight in gold to anyone who truly wants to create real mental
miracles.

IMPORTANT = The Contents of this training package are in the majority
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT to any of the other Hypnosis or Mentalism Training Sets
available from Jonathan Royle. There are New Rapid and Instant Inductions
Taught, New Therapy and Stage Hypnosis Approaches and Mentalism Wise
what many have dubbed as training that "Goes Beyond the 13 Steps to
Mentalism"

Just $77
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